
Weekly Update #22 – September migration planning 

Our Canvas Champions (2 per Faculty) gathered this week to discuss key considerations for the 
migration and transition planning. This week we share another perspective from one of our Early 
Adopters.  

September migration planning  

Canvas Champions were appointed in Faculties during August and will be working alongside Canvas 
Facilitators during September to finalise plans for course migration and training for all staff.  

A mini course is being created inside Canvas to provide opportunities for self-directed course setup 
and University of Auckland-specific resources related to Canvas.  

Early adopter experience 

This week, Dr Duncan McGillivray, senior lecturer at the Faculty of Science’s School of Chemical 
Sciences, shares his experience of using Canvas. Duncan has found Canvas to be an effective and 
easy-to-use tool for course organisation and interacting with students. 

“I am currently coordinating a second-year class, CHEM 210, with about 70 students this semester, 
and I’ve decided to run the course entirely on Canvas. I teach CHEM 210, in conjunction with three 
other lecturers from our faculty, as well as a lab course coordinated by the academic lab director – 
and they’ve all come along for the ride (it’s exceptionally easy to add people to courses in Canvas; 
you have the control). Although I am enthusiastic about the potential of learning management 
systems, I came to Canvas as a rather poor user of Cecil (posting lecture notes, announcements, 
lecture recordings and not much else). I hoped to do much better with Canvas! I’m technologically 
literate, but not a junky and I don’t write HTML for fun… 

Setting up the basics 

Setting up the basics in Canvas was quick and easy; loading assignments/tests and course syllabus 
(see Figure 1), figuring out how to 
send announcements. I’m a 
believer in only reading the 
manual when you’re stuck – and I 
managed to get by without 
needing to refer to the 
instructions. Working out how to 
put the assignments together 
took me some time (see Figure 2), 
but only because I wanted to 

keep some form of plussage. It is important to 
set up assignments at the very beginning, 
though, as this populates the calendar and lets 
students know what’s going on. There are still 
some issues to be worked out regarding 
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pass/fail in the lab components, but I’m confident we’ll work that out in Canvas. Otherwise, I’ll 
implement my backup plan – do it in Excel and upload it, as I’ve always done before!” 
 
Beyond the basics 
 
But, beyond the basic setup, I found myself using Canvas to improve materials in my course! I began 
copying and pasting excerpts from Word documents into webpages, and linking keywords to other 
pages and web content. This was made easy by the built-in HTML text editor and logical linking 
abilities. Even simple things, like linking in an announcement to the information directly in Canvas, 
so someone can click directly to what I am referring to.  
 
Good diagnostics 
 
One of the 
most useful 
parts of 
Canvas is the 
ability to get a 
good feel for 
what the 
students are 
doing on my 
course – easy 
to use good 
diagnostics 
(see Figure 3). 
And the more I 
put on the 
webpages, the 
more I get a 
feeling for 
how much the students are using them. It appears to be a positive feedback loop – the more stuff I 
put on the pages, the more the students interact with the material, the more inclined I am to add 
more material. And you can use the diagnostics too – I particularly enjoy being able to target emails 
at students who, for example, haven’t submitted an assignment yet when time is running out. Or 
who are not doing so well. Or even, perhaps, who are doing really well to congratulate them… 
 
I have also been exploring some of the new features, such as the quiz creation tool, and I think there 
is still a great deal for me to learn. In the ‘new things stakes,’ there is always a mixture of frustration 
and excitement at new possibilities. So far, for me, Canvas is definitely more of the latter.” 
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